No evidence for TCR V beta repertoire changes influencing disease protection in E-transgenic NOD mice.
In order to study whether positive selection of T cells plays any role in the MHC-dependent protection from diabetes in the non-obese-diabetic (NOD) mouse, the T cell V beta repertoire has been studied in NOD mice and in NOD mice either transgenic for the wildtype MHC class II E alpha gene, or for delta Y, a promotor-mutagenized E alpha gene with a restricted tissue expression. The E alpha transgenic line is protected from both insulitis and diabetes. The delta Y transgenic line is neither protected from insulitis nor from diabetes, although it can perform both positive and negative E-mediated selection in the thymus. The V beta repertoire was studied in the pancreatic lymph nodes as these drain the area which is the target for the autoimmune attack. We see no evidence for E alpha TCR V beta repertoire differing from both nontransgenic NOD mice and delta Y mice despite its striking difference in susceptibility to autoimmunity. We conclude that none of the differences in the TCR V beta repertoire of E alpha-transgenic NOD mice hitherto observed are likely to explain the protective effect of E molecule expression in NOD mice.